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Given two quasi-fields it is usually easier to determine whether or

not they are isotopic or anti-isotopic than it is to determine whether

or not they can coordinatize isomorphic planes. The theorem given

here has proved to be quite useful for this purpose. (See, for example,

[2]0
A translation plane ir may always be coordinatized, in the Hall

sense [l], by a right quasi-field (Veblen-Weddenburn system). It is

known that two quasi-fields which are either isotopic or anti-isotopic

coordinatize isomorphic translation planes. This note gives a neces-

sary condition that two finite quasi-fields which are neither isotopic

nor anti-isotopic can coordinatize isomorphic translation planes.

For the remainder of this note let Fu F2 be finite quasi-fields and

7Ti, 7T2 the associated translation planes in the sense of Hall [l]. For

* = 1, 2 let Fip= {aEFi\a^0 and (xy)a=x(ya)Vx, yGP.} = right

nucleus of P, and let p>= {aGP|a^0 and (xa)y=x(ay)\ =middle

nucleus of P,-. It is easy to see that for each aGP> the mapping

/3a: (x, y)—*(x, ya), (m)-J*(ma), F,-= (co)^Yi is a perspectivity of x<

with center Yi and axis the line y = 0. The correspondence a<->/3a is

an isomorphism between Plp and the set of F, — 0,X; perspectivities

of in. Also, for each aGPt>, the mapping ya: (x, y)—*(xa, y), (m)

-^(mL^1), Yi-^Yi is a Xi — OiYi perspectivity of 7r,- and the corre-

spondence a*->ya is an isomorphism between P<M and the set of

Xi — Oi Yi perspectivities of 7T,-.

We will use the conventional notation Y = (»), 0 = (0, 0), X = (0).

We will also use the symbol | A | to denote the cardinality of a set A.

Theorem. Suppose Pi and F2 are neither isotopic nor anti-isotopic

and that iri and ir2 are isomorphic. Let a be an isomorphism from tti to

w2 with Oi<j = 02, Xu=X,, Y«7=Y3. Let D={X2, Y2}r\{X3, F3}.

Assume that if there is an isomorphism from m to ir2 such that Dy^0

then a is such an isomorphism. Then

(1) // | D\ = 1 then (| Plp|, | F2p\) = (| P„|, | P2m ) = 1.

(2) If \D\ =0 then (| Fu\, \FU\) and (| Flp|,    P2(t|)^2.
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Proof. Since Pi and P2 are neither isotopic nor anti-isotopic

|Z?| <2. We will prove the theorem for the right nuclei. The proof

for the middle nuclei is the same except for the appropriate word

replacements. Let A be the set of all Y2 — 02X2 perspectivities of tt2

and let B be the set of all F3 —02X3 perspectivities of x2. Then | A |

= | F2p| and \B\=\ Fip\. Let M= {pEL2x\p = X2a or p= Y2a for

some collineation a of 7r2}. Then A is a group of permutations on

M— {X%, Y2} such that each orbit contains | F2p\ elements. Thus

\M\ =k\ P2p| +2 for some integer k. Also, B is a group of permuta-

tions on M— {A3, Y3] with each orbit containing | Fip| elements so

that |Jlf| = *|Flp|+|Z)| and so (|Plp|, |F,,|)£2. If \D\=1 then
(|Pip|, |P2p|) = l.

Corollary. In the theorem, if D = 0 then the points of Lx in tv2

or 7Ti) may be partitioned into three mutually disjoint sets Ai, A2, At

such that

Ai =0 mod Fj„  for i, j=l, 2, and i7*j,

Ai  =2 mod P»p  for t=l, 2 and

A3  =0 mod (LCM[\FU\, \ F2p\ ]).

Proof. Since D = 0, |l>|=0 so that | M\ =2 mod| P2p| and

\M\ =0 mod| Pip|. Let M = A2. LetA = {pEL2x,\p = Xsa or p= Yza

for some collineation a of x2}. Clearly the proof of the theorem with

the appropriate change of symbols shows that | <4i| =0 mod| P2p|

and |^i| =2 mod| Pip|. D = 0 implies AiC\A2 = 0.

Let Az = L2K — (AiOA2). Then each of A and B acts as a permuta-

tion group on A3 with orbits of size I P2p| and | Pip| respectively.

Thus, \A3\=0 mod(LCM[\Fip\, | P2p| ]).
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